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 Wesley's intellectual horizon included a lifelong interest  
 in the progress of science and the ways that science 
 could serve Christian purposes.  Although he 
 occasionally dabbled in the field or recommended  
 projects to others, Wesley never had the interest (or  
 time) to devote to serious experimental study. 
 Mainly, he focused on science to serve his grand 
 purpose of furthering the gospel and helping the sick 
 He also wrote inexpensive works on natural science  
 for his constituency. 
 

 Wesley's ideas on the philosophical foundation of 
 scientific and religious knowledge guided his 
 approach to a variety of questions.  He studied and 
 commented on works by John Locke, Rene Descartes,  
 John Norris, Isaac Newton, and David Hume. 

 Wesley said, “It is a fundamental principle with us  
 [Methodists] that to renounce reason is to renounce 
 religion, that religion and reason go hand in hand, 
 and that all irrational religion is false religion.” 
 

 Though recognizing that Christianity cannot be justified  
 by formal logical equations, Wesley staunchly 
 affirmed the reasonableness of the Christian faith on  
 the basis of tradition, reason, experience, and most of  
 all Scripture. 
 

 Although reason never produces faith, Wesley always  
 considered it capable of regulating the life of faith. 
 

 Reason remained essential to the whole theological task,  
 but no one could consider it sufficient to know divine  
 truths.  To understand the unity and infinity of God  
 we must ultimately rely on knowledge of God as 
 revealed in Scripture. 
 

 True reason knows its limits.  By recognizing the 
 limitations of reason we learn humility, resignation,  
 and faith (or trust) in God.  Ultimately we need faith  
 to provide sufficient knowledge of that which has  
 eternal significance, that is, knowledge that leads us to  
 God and to salvation. 
 

 Wesley maintained an active interest in the development  
 of the new science valuing it for the benefits it  
 brought to human happiness and the way that it could  
 support religion.  He encouraged his preachers and  
 broader constituency to gain an understanding of the  
 new science from a world view which saw God as 
 creator and sustainer, and nature as both dependent  
 on and (in concert with Scripture) exhibiting some of  
 the attributes of God.  
  


